RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION
The United States Minority Chamber of Commerce announces its premier and first
conference for 2022, “ The World Congress for VISA in Bogota, Colombia”
1. Top lawyers from the United States, Israel, Spain and Canada will be speaking in a format of 4
spots during the two days event
2. The Congress of Visa with a priority to assist wealthy individuals for different type of Visa.
3. The Chamber will be a guarantor in all the process through its center located in Bogota, Colombia.
4. Visa for employment sponsorship will be as priority in the Conference

Bogota, Colombia—November 10, 2021- The U.S. Minority Chamber of Commerce today
announced its premier, “The World Congress for Visa Bogota 2021”. The topics will be discuss
in the high-level conferences in to potential elite, professional, business , students and others to
the United States, Israel, Canada and Spain. The Summit to be held next January 17-28, 2022 at
the wonderful Bogota Plaza Hotel in the capital of Colombia. The event is no open to the public.

Type of visas to be discuss:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visas for Investors
Visas to relocated a
company
Visa for Labors
Visas for medical
treatment
Visas for students
Visas for fiancés

•
•
•

Visas for working in
the entertainment
industry
Visas for attending
a conference
Visas
for
compliance
of
Treaty conditions

•
•
•
•

Visas for cultural
economic/ social
exchange programs
Temporary work
visa
Visa for Domestic
services
Visa for profesional

One of the topic extremely important for discussion about B-1 Visa, where the U.S Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) recently addressed regarding the scope of permissible activities for a B1
visitor for business attending a trade show or conference, “As a B-1 visa holder, you can
temporarily bring goods or products into the United States to solicit orders but you cannot sell
them or make money in the United States. If you visit the U.S. for a business venture, conference,
meeting, trade show, exhibition, sales, etc., you will receive no salary, or income from a U.S. based
company, source or entity”. The mission of the Chamber is to educate people related to visas.

About the VISA Summit Bogota: Is an education conference, where all participants can have a
One on One with lawyers. All assistants will learn how to apply for different types of visas for
executives, investors, government officials, tourists, students, business travelers and future
spouses. Also, find information about the Visa Waiver Program, and how to get a job in the United
States as a foreign worker. The VISA H-2A and H-2B for temporary labor that wish to hire migrant
workers or for migrants who want to work in the United States lawfully is via “nonimmigrant”
visas that authorize temporary employment. In the United States, where the Chamber will help
members and partners control and drive the process, by deciding to recruit and hire employees
through temporary work visa programs.
About U.S MCC: Is the large minority business organization based in Miami, Florida with a
mission to connect Latin America and the Caribbean through the most innovative, reliable and
secure trade-investment relations– enabling top entrepreneurs and economies to thrive. The
main goal is to facility business people to relocate in a friendly manner to the United States,
Canada, Spain and Israel , providing an easy process, connectivity and expedite applications.
Membership based are 34,000 associates, 8 offices and more than 5 million of trade points. The
Chamber’s relentless focus on innovation through its intelligent format of registration for their
clients and associates as a catalyst for the rapid growth of digital commerce, every member,
everywhere, all economic sectors. As the world moves from traditional business to digital, the
Chamber launching the most high tech trade sales-buy digital platform named Unique Window
this coming January 10, 2022 for any brand, products, small businesses, network and scale to
reshape the future of commerce. For more information, visit www.minoritychamber.net
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